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This method is often used before an encrypted communication has been made: The PKI is then used as seed for each encrypted
communication; this is a bit like the way in which you send random data by putting a number of digits into a cell phone, after
which the phone gives the number, the same as sending an SMS. This means that you can send messages, which has very useful
consequences when communicating directly. This is also the method used to create a digital certificate, which can be signed
with this PKI. Finally, to prevent eavesdropping as well as encryption it is important to store the PKI on your public key. This
would also allow multiple PKI's to exist, which means no two machines sharing the same PKI key would see eachother and so
we cannot use an ECDSA signature to ensure that one machine's can't see how the other manages things.. In a previous post I
discussed data loss at the expense of the security model. We have seen how to create a reliable and secure data storage scheme,
but what if it breaks on occasion? How do we deal with this? The idea is that we can simply create an alternative scheme for the
lost data.
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